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A new house in 
Rockport, Massachusetts, 

combines high and 
low tech to deliver a 

breezy summer retreat 

WRITTEN BY REGINA COLE 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY ERIC ROTH 
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TWO STEEL I-BEAMS reinfi:M'Cf!.t.._iCeiliJ1g 
to allow one large room on the 
floor. In the spirit of summer living, 
windows let in salty breezes and the 
door is almost always open. Both 
airflow and noise are controlled via 
a horizontal window, which slides Into 
place above the dining table~ 
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WELL LOVED AND USED BY THE CHILDRE~ 

AND GRANDCHILDREN OF ITS FIRST OWNER 

the 1920s "shaky ancestral summer shack 

was foundering. "One bedroom was fall in 

off, into the ocean," recalls Don Knerr, pro 

ect architect for Charles R. Myer & Partne1 

Ltd. of Cambridge, Massachusetts. When th 

current owners, a professional couple, in he 

ited the structure and its glorious site atop 

rod:y promontory at ocean's edge in Rockpor 

Massachusetts, they envisioned a summe 

retreat that would easily accommodate then· 

their four children, various pets, and a cor 

stant A ow of friends and relatives. RemarkablJ 

they got a new house that sits on the same fool 

print as the demolished original, but at 3,601 
square feet is more than double the size of it 

predecessor - all without deviating from th. 

unpretentious spirit of the original cottage. 

l11e new two-story structure is a moden 

take on the Cape Cod- style ............... .. ...... . 
house, complete with tradi- ARCHITECTUR 

CHARLES R. 
tiona! cedar shingles stained MYER & 

gray and wood trim painted PARTNERS L 1 

white. As befits an ocean- ····· ················ ··· 

side summer home, it fairly 

bristles with decks, porches 

(both open and screened), 

viewing platforms, and 

bays. The cheerful crown-
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ing touch is a rectangular, windowed cupoh 

sporting a sea serpent weather vane ridin~ 

above a blue glass sphere. 

"The house is very complicated in it~ 

simplicity," says John Ellis, project man· 

ager for S+H Construction, the Cambridge 

company that built the house. "It looh 

very simple, but the technology is carefull) 

thought out." He points to two steel beam~ 

supporting the structure. "They are what 

allow the first Aoor to be wide open." The 

GLASS TOPS A large, brightly painted 
island in the kitchen, which echoes the 
functional informality of the overall 
design with open shelving. The house 
(FACING PAGE), which is hard by the 
Atlantic Ocean, is glorious in summer 
but requires construction rugged 
enough to weather winter storms. 
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)imply Air 

'he cupola (cicled below) is more than just a 
un add-on. It is part of an intentional design 
n which state-of-the-art systems regulate 
em perature, light, and noise while also 
naintaining structural integrity. 

"First thing the homeowners said was that 
hey did not want air conditioning," says John 
:I lis, project manager for builder S+H 
:onstruction in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
They talked about how, once a house has AC, it 
:ets sealed off from the outside. That's not why 
hey come here." So keeping the 
1ouse naturally cool drove much 
tf the design, including the 
upola, which architect Don Knerr 
ays "was almost an afterthought. 
designed it when the 
1omeowners decided against a 
1replace, to give the crowning 
1eight you usually get from a 
himney. It's the only thing for 
vhich we needed a special permit, 
1ecause it exceeds the height 
1mit. That cupola is not only 

decorative, it turns out to be incredibly important:' 
Relief from August heat comes when 

low-tech whole-house fans draw hot air out 
through the cupola windows, which open at the 
touch of a button. At the same time, the 
cupola, which is open through the second 
floor to the living area below, allows ,· 
natural light to flood the interior spaces. 
An architectural element in its own 
right, the second-floor "air shaft" 
provides unexpected interior windows 

, -- ~ ~ that can be closed and 
curtained . lfthe owners 
don't want to funnel 
heat up and out, say in 
the chillier days of the 
off-season, or if they 
want to shelter 
sleeping children from 
adult first-floor noise, 
they can close the air shaft 
with a horizontal window that 
is operated with wall-mounted 
ropes, weights, and pulleys. 

MOTORIZED 
AWNINGS 

FAN VENTS 

INTERIOR 
WINDOWS ON 
SECOND FLOOR 

COUNTER
WEIGHTS 

SLIDIN G 
HORIZONTAL 
SASH 

STEEL BEAM 

FRI CTION CLEAT 

BUILDER S+H Construction 
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A CORNER OF the living room (BELOW) is furnished With 
a Richard Mulligan rope bed and 1960s French beechwood 
chairs. The bunk room (RIGHT) is outfitted with boat 
ladders and retro-style fans. Ochre's Arctic Pear chandelier 
(FACINCi PACiE, BOTTOM) lights the kitchen's office nook. 

space is 22 feet by 26 feet, with no walls to block the views. "The house 
is overbuilt and the windows are double-glazed, because the house is so 
exposed to the weather," Ellis says, noting that in winter, storms often 
sheath the house with frozen saltwater spray. Invisible high-tech ele
ments include radiant heat, steel porch columns, blown-in insulation, 

and soundproofing. 
But the decor is low-key old-time summer. "We were careful to not 

overdesign the interior," says Ancira Birkerts of Ancira Birkerts Interior 
Design in Wellesley, Massachusetts, who previously had teamed up 
with Charles Myer and S+H to build the family's year-round residence 
in Lexington, Massachusetts. 

'The last thing they need is fussy furniture that's hard to care for," says 
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Birkerts. "The family comes here to enjoy being by the sea. They sail, swim 
barbecue, go to the Fourth of July bonfire, watch the sunset. We kept th• 
interior light, with blues and greens used as accent colors." And, she note~ 
"all the fabrics have to be tough." 

Her greatest challenge was the big, open first-floor living/dining area 
There, she opted for conversational groupings that allow for a constant flol' 

of traffic. "People are always coming and going through all - - ----
these doors," she says. "Usually, there are wet dogs, sand, or ~~~A~L~~E 
wet bathing suits involved." sEE 

RESOURCES 

Upstairs in the children's bunk room, steel ladders lead 
not only to upper beds, but also to ceiling-height aeries and secret hide 
aways. Enormous windows flood the room with light. "This is a kids' hous< 
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